
N= Hot from 
Neck pickup

800JP (Jazzplate)

The 800JP preamp borrows the EQ section of the famous GK800RB amplifier and squeezes it into an onboard 
preamp, loaded into a Jazzplate, for you Jazz bass lovers.

This tone stack has some serious high freqeuency power  and a very deep bottom end, just like the amplifier its 
based on.
The Hi-mid and Treble controls are highly interactive; same goes for the Lo-Mid and Bass controls.

A new feature, the Contour Switch, has been added to this new model. It acts as a pre-shape EQ that scoops the 
mids therefore changing the overall tone spectrum.

This Jazzplate comes in two options; Neck Volume and Bridge Volume or Master Volume and Blend.

Installation and Warranty: This is a solderless preamp. Any tampering with the preamp (ex: soldering or 
unsoldering directly on the preamp or any of its components) can result in Warranty void.

!!!!MAKE SURE THE JACK IS FULLY INSERTED!!!

          -Treble: Boost and Cut around 4khz                  -Hi- Mid:  Boost and Cut at around 1khz
           -Bass:   Boost and Cut at around 60Hz             -Lo- Mid:  Boost and Cut at around 250Hz   

Voltage: 9 to 27VDC Current Draw: 3mAh (9v)

Contour

1- Extra Gnd connector
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2- From Jack Ring (follow the colour)

4- From Jack Tip (follow the colour)
3- From Jack Sleeve (follow the colour)

1 2 3 4

Red: + battery red wire
Black: -  battery black wire

No Tone
Tone 1
Tone 2

B= Hot from 
Bridge pickup
GND for Bridge 
pickup

Warranty and Conditions: Any of our products, that are defective, will be replaced/ fixed and all expenses will be covered once it has been verified that 
the problem isn't a result of bad handling or negligence on the owners part. If the damage is due to negligence or wrong handling, warranty is lost and a 
cost can ocurr fior the devices repair (the shipping costs will not be covered on such cases).
Warranty is valid for 2 years after the date of purchase.
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